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Guardian Book of the Day New Statesman Book of the Year History Today Book of the Year
Times Literary Supplement Book of the Year BBC History Magazine Book of the Year 'Bustles
impressively with detail and anecdote' --Sunday Times 'Consistently fascinating' --The
Spectator 'Beautifully written and deeply researched' --The Observer 'Barr draws on a rich and
varied trove of sources to knit a sequence of dramatic episodes into an elegant whole. Great
events march through these pages' --Wall Street Journal Upon victory in 1945, Britain still
dominated the Middle East. She directly ruled Palestine and Aden, was the kingmaker in Iran,
the power behind the thrones of Egypt, Iraq and Jordan, and protected the sultan of Oman and
the Gulf sheikhs. But her motives for wanting to dominate this crossroads between Europe,
Asia and Africa were changing. Where 'imperial security' - control of the route to India - had
once been paramount, now oil was an increasingly important factor. So, too, was prestige.
Ironically, the very end of empire made control of the Middle East precious in itself: on it hung
Britain's claim to be a great power. Unable to withstand Arab and Jewish nationalism, within a
generation the British were gone. But that is not the full story. What ultimately sped Britain on
her way was the uncompromising attitude of the United States, which was determined to
displace the British in the Middle East. The British did not give in gracefully to this onslaught.
Using newly declassified records and long-forgotten memoirs, including the diaries of a key
British spy, James Barr tears up the conventional interpretation of this era in the Middle East,
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vividly portraying the tensions between London and Washington, and shedding an
uncompromising light on the murkier activities of a generation of American and British diehards
in the region, from the battle of El Alamein in 1942 to Britain's abandonment of Aden in 1967.
Reminding us that the Middle East has always served as the arena for great power conflict,
this is the tale of an internecine struggle in which Britain would discover that her most
formidable rival was the ally she had assumed would be her closest friend. Reviews for A Line
In The Sand:- 'Masterful' --The Spectator 'With superb research and telling quotations, Barr
has skewered the whole shabby story' --The Times 'Lively and entertaining. He has scoured
the diplomatic archives of the two powers and has come up with a rich haul that brings his
narrative to life' --Financial Times
Theories of Empire, 1450-1800 draws upon published and unpublished work by leading
scholars in the history of European expansion and the history of political thought. It covers the
whole span of imperial theories from ancient Rome to the American founding, and includes a
series of essays which address the theoretical underpinnings of the Spanish, Portuguese,
French, British and Dutch empires in both the Americas and in Asia. The volume is
unprecedented in its attention to the wider intellectual contexts within which those empires
were situated - particularly the discourses of universal monarchy, millenarianism,
mercantalism, and federalism - and in its mapping of the shift from Roman conceptions of
imperium to the modern idea of imperialism.
The delightful Father Tom Christmas returns, and the cozy hamlet of Thornford Regis comes to
life, in C. C. Benison’s witty, beautifully written series that is “a must-read for lovers of classic
English mysteries” (Kirkus Reviews). Although Father Tom Christmas serves his little church in
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enchanting Thornford Regis with a glad and faithful heart, he never expects to find himself
skydiving to raise money for it. Nor, safely back on the ground, to see two of the other divers
leap from the plane, then tangle in a midair punch-up and begin falling to the earth. To say that
there is tension between the men in question—Oliver, the 7th Marquess of Morborne, and his
brother-in-law Hector, the 10th Earl of Fairhaven—would be an understatement. But the trouble
among this ancient landed family really began a generation ago, when a marquess divorced
his first spouse to marry his brother’s wife, fathering in his two marriages a viper’s nest of
arrogant young aristocrats. Now they have all turned up for the show to witness this shocking
event in the sky. Thankfully the men land safely, but death will not be slighted. Much to Father
Tom’s dismay, he later discovers Lord Morborne lying deceased on castle grounds. Rumors of
bigamy, art forgeries, and upstairs/downstairs intrigue fly. So do whispers of unvicarly behavior
between Tom and Oliver’s beautiful half-sister, Lady Lucinda. In fact, the vicar may be headed
for a very hard landing of his own. C. C. Benison gives a virtuoso performance in this gripping
new puzzle, a compelling and wise holiday mystery with the irresistible allure of hot tea and
warm scones on a cold winter’s day. Praise for C. C. Benison’s Father Christmas mysteries
Ten Lords A-Leaping “A strong mystery reminiscent of P. D. James, with many well-developed
characters, local color and a sensitive, intelligent investigator.”—Kirkus Reviews “An affable
lead with a sympathetic backstory anchors Benison’s carefully crafted third Father Christmas
mystery. . . . Readers will hope that Christmas will keeping detecting past the partridge-in-apear-tree volume.”—Publishers Weekly “This leisurely paced, English-country-house mystery
has multiple plotlines and plot twists as Tom finds a long-lost relative of a friend and solves
several mysteries.”—Booklist Eleven Pipers Piping “Benison uses the claustrophobia of village
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life to great effect, making the series a psychologically astute pleasure for fans of traditional
cozies.”—The Washington Post “Smashingly clever . . . Readers will be crazy about this
vicar.”—Library Journal “A great whodunit in the best British tradition.”—The Globe and Mail
Twelve Drummers Drumming “A crime novel that Agatha Christie might have been justly proud
to claim as her own.”—Margaret Maron “Benison does an admirable job balancing humor with
suspense. . . . Father Christmas’s first case leaves you eager for his next.”—The Wall Street
Journal “Splendid . . . an intelligent and empathic protagonist and skillful prose make this a
winner.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
This book, the first to compare theories of empire as they emerged in, and helped to define,
the great colonial powers-Spain, Britain, and France-describes the different ways and
arguments these countries used to legitimate the seizure and subjugation of aboriginal lands
and peoples."Learned, wide-ranging and important. . . . Pagdens willingness to examine the
three empires in tandem is as rewarding as it is innovative."-Linda Colley, London Review of
Books"An impressive book, erudite and lively. . . .The book succeeds as an exercise in
drawing together the interpretive treatises of three empires over three centuries and showing,
often subtly but at times explicitly, their similarity."-William D. Phillips, Jr., American Historical
Review"This volume . . . provides an excellent commentary on the imperial ideologies of three
major European powers during the early modern era. . . . This is a book to which scholars will
return time and again. I certainly found it intellectually stimulating."-Chandra R. de Silva,
Sixteenth Century JournalAnthony Pagden is Harry C. Black professor of history at the Johns
Hopkins University, Baltimore. He is also the author of European Encounters with the New
World: From Renaissance to Romanticism and Spanish Imperialism and the Political
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Imagination, both published by Yale University Press.
The third novel in the internationally bestselling White City Trilogy sees Kraken on the hunt for
a murderer whose macabre crimes are lifted straight from history. Kraken is enjoying life as a
family man, content to spend his days with Alba and their young daughter Deba. But there's no
rest for the weary, especially when you're the most famous investigator in Vitoria. Kraken and
Esti are charged with investigating the mysterious disappearance of two sisters and finding it
hard to make any headway when a wealthy businessman's murder appears to shine a light on
the case. The man was poisoned with a medieval aphrodisiac--a crime that has eerie
similarities to one detailed in the novel everyone in Vitoria is buzzing about. When the two
sisters are discovered trapped behind a wall--bricked up alive--the parallels to the novel are
undeniable. With the author's identity a closely held secret, will Kraken be able to track down
the killer before they can strike again? Or will Vitoria's sordid underworld finally break Kraken,
and his family, apart. A VINTAGE CRIME/BLACK LIZARD ORIGINAL
Marc Vitrac was born in Louisiana in the early 1960's, about the time the first interplanetary
probes delivered the news that Mars and Venus were teeming with life—even human life. At
that point, the "Space Race" became the central preoccupation of the great powers of the
world. Now, in 1988, Marc has been assigned to Jamestown, the US-Commonwealth base on
Venus, near the great Venusian city of Kartahown. Set in a countryside swarming with
sabertooths and dinosaurs, Jamestown is home to a small band of American and allied
scientist-adventurers. But there are flies in this ointment – and not only the Venusian
dragonflies, with their yard-wide wings. The biologists studying Venus's life are puzzled by the
way it not only resembles that on Earth, but is virtually identical to it. The EastBloc has its own
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base at Cosmograd, in the highlands to the south, and relations are frosty. And attractive
young geologist Cynthia Whitlock seems impervious to Marc's Cajun charm. Meanwhile, at the
western end of the continent, Teesa of the Cloud Mountain People leads her tribe in a conflict
with the Neanderthal-like beastmen who have seized her folk's sacred caves. Then an
EastBloc shuttle crashes nearby, and the beastmen acquire new knowledge... and AK47's.
Jamestown sends its long-range blimp to rescue the downed EastBloc cosmonauts, little
suspecting that the answer to the jungle planet's mysteries may lie there, among tribal conflicts
and traces of a power that made Earth's vaunted science seem as primitive as the tribesfolk's
blowguns. As if that weren't enough, there's an enemy agent on board the airship...
Extravagant and effervescent, The Sky People is alternate-history SF adventure at its best. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Imagine a world without color, illuminated by a gray sun.... Imagine a sudden brilliant flash -an artificial orb ignites, filled with peculiar impossible light. . . . The nature of this light bears no
description. It lingers in dreams, inciting an unrequited love for a goddess. A corrupt city is
shaped like a perfect wheel, and is ruled by a sister and brother, Regent and Regentrix, by
perverse desires, and by a secret. . . . A loyal warrior woman swears to serve a mysterious
lord. At the same time, an epic invasion is precipitated by a being of utter darkness, who is the
one absolute source of black in a monochrome silver world. And amid all this, flickers an
ancient memory of a phenomenon called Rainbow and of those who had once filled the world
with an impossible thing called color. . . . Lords of Rainbow.
Discusses ritual and ceremonial magic, the awakening of the kundalini energy, and the path of
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the qabalaistic tree of life
Intense, erotic, and enigmatic, Jim Morrison's persona is as riveting now as the lead
singer/composer "Lizard King" was during The Doors' peak in the late sixties. His fast life and
mysterious death remain controversial more than twenty years later. The Lords and the New
Creatures, Morrison's first published volume of poetry, is an uninhibited exploration of society's
dark side -- drugs, sex, fame, and death -- captured in sensual, seething images. Here,
Morrison gives a revealing glimpse at an era and at the man whose songs and savage
performances have left their indelible impression on our culture.
A path-breaking history of how the United States superseded Great Britain as the preeminent
power in the Middle East, with urgent lessons for the present day We usually assume that Arab
nationalism brought about the end of the British Empire in the Middle East--that Gamal Abdel
Nasser and other Arab leaders led popular uprisings against colonial rule that forced the
overstretched British from the region. In Lords of the Desert, historian James Barr draws on
newly declassified archives to argue instead that the US was the driving force behind the
British exit. Though the two nations were allies, they found themselves at odds over just about
every question, from who owned Saudi Arabia's oil to who should control the Suez Canal.
Encouraging and exploiting widespread opposition to the British, the US intrigued its way to
power--ultimately becoming as resented as the British had been. As Barr shows, it is
impossible to understand the region today without first grappling with this little-known
prehistory.
Dating can be weird. You already know that. And you've probably had your share-or more than
your share-of relationships that have gone south, but do you know why?It's time to meet the
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Lords: Lord Journeyman, Lord Contradiction, Lord FOMO, Lord Layaway, Lord Self-Absorbed,
Lord At Your Peril, Lord Good Guy; Not My Guy, and Lord My Guy. These are the men, the
archetypes, that litter the landscape of the dating world, and when you see them for who they
are, you might start making different choices about who you spend your time with. Join authors
Jes Averhart and Terresa Zimmerman in this funny and insightful romp through their own
dating lives as they show you who they date, why they date them,and what they've learned.
Imagine, if you can, the world of business - without corporate strategy. Remarkably, fifty years
ago that's the way it was. Businesses made plans, certainly, but without understanding the
underlying dynamics of competition, costs, and customers. It was like trying to design a largescale engineering project without knowing the laws of physics. But in the 1960s, four mavericks
and their posses instigated a profound shift in thinking that turbocharged business as never
before, with implications far beyond what even they imagined. In The Lords of Strategy,
renowned business journalist and editor Walter Kiechel tells, for the first time, the story of the
four men who invented corporate strategy as we know it and set in motion the modern,
multibillion-dollar consulting industry: Bruce Henderson, founder of Boston Consulting Group
Bill Bain, creator of Bain & Company Fred Gluck, longtime Managing Director of McKinsey &
Company Michael Porter, Harvard Business School professor Providing a window into how to
think about strategy today, Kiechel tells their story with novelistic flair. At times inspiring, at
times nearly terrifying, this book is a revealing account of how these iconoclasts and the
organizations they led revolutionized the way we think about business, changed the very soul
of the corporation, and transformed the way we work.
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American Read Selection! Now in development for TV!
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Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by Robert Jordan has captivated millions of
readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling characters. The Wheel of
Time turns and Ages come and go, leaving memories that become legend. Legend fades to
myth, and even myth is long forgotten when the Age that gave it birth returns again. In the
Third Age, an Age of Prophecy, the World and Time themselves hang in the balance. What
was, what will be, and what is, may yet fall under the Shadow. On the slopes of Shayol Ghul,
the Myrddraal swords are forged, and the sky is not the sky of this world; In Salidar the White
Tower in exile prepares an embassy to Caemlyn, where Rand Al'Thor, the Dragon Reborn,
holds the throne--and where an unexpected visitor may change the world.... In Emond's Field,
Perrin Goldeneyes, Lord of the Two Rivers, feels the pull of ta'veren to ta'veren and prepares
to march... Morgase of Caemlyn finds a most unexpected, and quite unwelcome, ally....And
south lies Illian, where Sammael holds sway... TV series update: "Sony will produce along with
Red Eagle Entertainment and Radar Pictures. Rafe Judkins is attached to write and executive
produce. Judkins previously worked on shows such as ABC’s “Agents of SHIELD,” the Netflix
series “Hemlock Grove,” and the NBC series “Chuck.” Red Eagle partners Rick Selvage and
Larry Mondragon will executive produce along with Radar’s Ted Field and Mike Weber.
Darren Lemke will also executive produce, with Jordan’s widow Harriet McDougal serving as
consulting producer." —Variety The Wheel of Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the
World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of
Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart
#10 Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson
#12 The Gathering Storm #13 Towers of Midnight #14 A Memory of Light By Robert Jordan
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Warrior of the Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's The
Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The
Wheel of Time Companion By Robert Jordan and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel:
Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Earth is long since dead. On a colony planet, a band of men has gained control of technology,
made themselves immortal, and now rules their world as the gods of the Hindu pantheon. Only
one dares oppose them: he who was once Siddhartha and is now Mahasamatman. Binder of
Demons. Lord of Light.

From the early sixteenth to the early nineteenth centuries, Spain was regarded as a
unique social and political community--the most exalted, the most feared, the most
despised, and the most discussed since the Roman Empire. In this important book,
Anthony Pagden offers an incisive analysis of the lasting influence of the Spanish
Empire in the history of early modern Europe and of its place in the European and
SpanishAmerican political imagination.
It's Midsummer Night – no time for dreaming. Because sometimes, when there's more
than one reality at play, too much dreaming can make the walls between them come
tumbling down. Unfortunately there's usually a damned good reason for there being
walls between them in the first place – to keep things out. Things who want to make
mischief and play havoc with the natural order. Granny Weatherwax and her tiny coven
of witches are up against real elves. And they're spectacularly nasty creatures. Even in
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a world of dwarves, wizards, trolls, Morris dancers – and the odd orang-utan – this is
going to cause trouble... Adapted by Terry Pratchett's long-time collaborator Stephen
Briggs, this play text version of Pratchett's bestselling Discworld novel Lords and Ladies
wittily and faithfully reimagines the story for the stage.
Grier’s fiery passion for Salena might be everything his dragon ever wanted but loving
her might just lead to the destruction of everything he’s trying to save. From NY Times
& USA TODAY Bestselling Author, Michelle M. Pillow, the much anticipated dragon
shapeshifter romance, Qurilixen Lords! With all that is happening in his land, the
upcoming shifter mating ceremony is the least of Grier’s concerns. Even though he is
heir prince of the dragonshifters, he doesn’t have the authority needed to help the
humans stranded in dragon territory, nor can he banish those who ruthlessly control
them. Yet honor demands he finds an opportunity to intervene, and he hopes that doing
so won’t start a war the shifters can’t win. Discovering his destined mate couldn’t
have come at a worse time. Salena knows what it is like to be a pawn of the Federation.
They might have kidnapped her and brought her to this strange territory, but she will
never do what they want of her… what everyone wants of her. The last thing the fugitive
needs is the very public attention of a fierce dragon prince claiming they’re fated by the
gods—even if the sexy man makes her burn in more ways than one. Praise for Dragon
Prince “Filled with intrigue and adventure, Dragon Prince: A Qurilixen World Novel is an
exciting new spinoff in a rich and intricate universe. Michelle Pillow creates characters
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to cheer for, to hope with, while building worlds that are portals for the imagination.
Truly, Ms. Pillow is a master of futuristic fantasy.” - Yasmine Galenorn, NY Times,
Publishers Weekly, & USA TODAY Bestseller "Michelle M. Pillow crafts an incredible
story. Paranormal romance as hot as dragon fire!" - Gena Showalter, NY Times & USA
TODAY Bestseller "Sometimes you just need to gobble up the insane goodness that is
dragons, and Michelle has been aiding in that addiction for fifteen years." - Eve
Langlais, NY Times & USA TODAY Bestseller “Michelle Pillow weaves a fantastical
tale of dragon shifters, full of rich world-building, action and adventure, along with a
sexy love story. This entire series is not to be missed!” - Bianca D'Arc, USA TODAY
Bestseller "A wonderfully sexy tale filled with romance and dragon-shifters that draws
you in from the first page and doesn’t let go. The Qurilixen Lords series is one you
don’t want to miss!" - Mina Carter, NY Times & USA TODAY Bestseller Genres:
Dragon Shapeshifter, Paranormal, Science Fiction, Fantasy, Fated Mate, Alpha Male,
Alien Romance, futuristic romance, fated mate, comedy, shapeshifter romance, dragon
shifter, Science Fiction & Fantasy, prince, Dragon Romance, Shifter Romance, Sci-Fi,
Alien Romance, Paranormal Romance, futuristic, nobility, royalty, action and adventure,
romantic comedy, fantasy, sci-fi, First Contact, dragon-shifter, hea, humorous romance,
romantic adventure, sfr, space exploration, weredragon Length: Long Novel A Qurilixen
World Novel The Qurilixen World is an extensive collection of paranormal, fantasy, and
science fiction romance novels by award-winning author, Michelle M. Pillow, and
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includes several series installments: Dragon Lords, Lords of the Var, Space Lords,
Captured by a Dragon-shifter, Galaxy Alien Mail Order Brides, Dynasty Lords, Qurilixen
Lords, and more.
From the bestselling author of Saban, 4th and Goal, and Sowbelly comes the thrilling,
untold story of the quest for the world record tarpon on a fly rod—a tale that reveals as
much about Man as it does about the fish. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, something
unique happened in the quiet little town on the west coast of Florida known as
Homosassa. The best fly anglers in the world—Lefty Kreh, Stu Apte, Ted Williams, Tom
Evans, Billy Pate and others—all gathered together to chase the same Holy Grail: The
world record for the world’s most glamorous and sought-after fly rod species, the
tarpon. The anglers would meet each morning for breakfast. They would compete out
on the water during the day, eat dinner together at night, socialize and party. Some
harder than others. The world record fell nearly every year. But records weren’t the
only things that were broken. Hooks, lines, rods, reels, hearts and marriages didn’t
survive, either. The egos involved made the atmosphere electric. The difficulty of the
quest made it legitimate. The drugs and romantic entaglements that were swept in with
the tide would finally make it all veer out of control. It was a confluence of people and
place that had never happened before in the world of fishing and will never happen
again. It was a collision of the top anglers and the top species of fish which would lead
to smashed lives for nearly all involved, man and fish alike. In Lords of the Fly, Burke,
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an obsessed tarpon fly angler himself, delves into this incredible moment. He examines
the growing popularity of the tarpon, an amazing fish has been around for 50 million
years, can live to 80 years old and can grow to 300 pounds in weight. It is a massive,
leaping, bullet train of a fish. When hooked in shallow water, it produces “immediate
unreality,” as the late poet and tarpon obsessive, Richard Brautigan, once described it.
Burke also chronicles the heartbreaking destruction that exists as a result—brought on
by greed, environmental degradation and the shenanigans of a notorious Miami
gangster—and how all of it has shaped our contemporary fishery. Filled with larger-thanlife characters and vivid prose, Lords of the Fly is not only a must read for anglers of all
stripes, but also for those interested in the desperate yearning of the human condition.
A history of western political thought as it evolved through conflicts and communities
provides an alternative perspective on a range of topics, from the ancient Greek polis of
seminal philosophers and the Roman republic of Cicero to the empires of Saint
Augustine and the medieval world of Thomas Aquinas.
Presents a history of the epic battles, the indomitable ships, and the men--from
extraordinary leaders to seductive rogues--who established Athens' supremacy, taking
readers on a tour of the far-flung expeditions and detailing the legacy of a forgotten
maritime empire.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and
1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally
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acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now,
world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of
beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative,
and personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the
Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming
contemporary relevance.

The novel's protagonist is a British Roman Catholic priest, Father Percy Franklin,
who looks identical to the mysterious U.S. Senator Julian Felsenburgh of
Vermont. The senator appears as a lone and dramatic figure promising world
peace in return for blind obedience. No one quite knows who he is or where he
comes from, but his voice mesmerizes. Under his leadership, war is abolished.
Felsenburgh becomes the President of Europe, then of the world, by popular
acclaim. Everyone is fascinated with him, yet still no one knows much about him.
People are both riveted and frightened by the way he demands attention. Most
follow without question. Having been a close observer of President Felsenburgh's
rise, Father Franklin is called to Rome, a Hong Kong-style enclave ruled by Pope
John XXVI and raised to the College of Cardinals. Meanwhile, defections among
bishops and priests increase. At Cardinal Franklin's instigation, the pope
abolishes the Eastern Catholic Churches and forms a new religious order, the
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Order of Christ Crucified. All its members, including the Pope, vow to die in the
name of the faith.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED • “An
engrossing picaresque quest, a love story, and a moving character study . . .
[Karen] Lord is on a par with Ursula K. Le Guin.”—The Guardian A proud and
reserved alien society finds its homeland destroyed in an unprovoked act of
aggression, and the survivors have no choice but to reach out to the indigenous
humanoids of their adopted world, to whom they are distantly related. They wish
to preserve their cherished way of life, but doing so may mean changing their
culture forever. Working together to save this vanishing race, a man and a
woman from two clashing societies will uncover ancient mysteries with farreaching ramifications. And as their mission hangs in the balance, the unlikely
team—one cool and cerebral, the other fiery and impulsive—just may find in each
other their own destinies . . . and a force that transcends all. Praise for The Best
of All Possible Worlds “[A] fascinating and thoughtful science fiction novel that
examines] adaptation, social change, and human relationships. I’ve not read
anything quite like it, which makes it that rare beast: a true original.”—Kate Elliott,
author of the Crown of Stars series and The Spiritwalker Trilogy “Reads like
smooth jazz comfort food, deceptively familiar and easy going down, but subtly
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subversive.”—Nalo Hopkinson, Los Angeles Review of Books “If you want to see
science fiction doing something new and fascinating . . . then you shouldn’t sleep
on The Best of All Possible Worlds.”—io9 “Rewarding science fiction for
emotional grown-ups.”—Mysterious Galaxy “[A] marvelously formed
universe.”—The A.V. Club “A rewarding, touching and often funny exploration of
the forms and functions of human culture.”—SFX “The Best of All Possible
Worlds . . . poses an interesting question: What parts of you do you fight to
preserve when everything you know suddenly changes?”—Associated Press
Since the Turks first shattered the glory of the French crusaders in 1396, the
Ottoman Empire has exerted a long, strong pull on Western minds. For six
hundred years, the Empire swelled and declined. Islamic, martial, civilized, and
tolerant, in three centuries it advanced from the dusty foothills of Anatolia to rule
on the Danube and the Nile; at the Empire's height, Indian rajahs and the kings of
France beseeched its aid. For the next three hundred years the Empire seemed
ready to collapse, a prodigy of survival and decay. Early in the twentieth century
it fell. In this dazzling evocation of its power, Jason Goodwin explores how the
Ottomans rose and how, against all odds, they lingered on. In the process he
unfolds a sequence of mysteries, triumphs, treasures, and terrors unknown to
most American readers. This was a place where pillows spoke and birds were
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fed in the snow; where time itself unfolded at a different rate and clocks were
banned; where sounds were different, and even the hyacinths too strong to sniff.
Dramatic and passionate, comic and gruesome, Lords of the Horizons is a
history, a travel book, and a vision of a lost world all in one.
The differences that divide West from East go deeper than politics, deeper than
religion, argues Anthony Pagden. To understand this volatile relationship, and
how it has played out over the centuries, we need to go back before the
Crusades, before the birth of Islam, before the birth of Christianity, to the fifth
century BCE. Europe was born out of Asia and for centuries the two shared a
single history. But when the Persian emperor Xerxes tried to conquer Greece, a
struggle began which has never ceased. This book tells the story of that long
conflict. First Alexander the Great and then the Romans tried to unite Europe and
Asia into a single civilization. With the conversion of the West to Christianity and
much of the East to Islam, a bitter war broke out between two universal religions,
each claiming world dominance. By the seventeenth century, with the decline of
the Church, the contest had shifted from religion to philosophy: the West's
scientific rationality in contrast to those sought ultimate guidance it in the words
of God. The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries witnessed the disintegration of
the great Muslim empires - the Ottoman, the Mughal, and the Safavid in Iran Page 18/23
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and the increasing Western domination of the whole of Asia. The resultant
attempt to mix Islam and Western modernism sparked off a struggle in the
Islamic world between reformers and traditionalists which persists to this day.
The wars between East and West have not only been the longest and most
costly in human history, they have also formed the West's vision of itself as
independent, free, secular, and now democratic. They have shaped, and
continue to shape, the nature of the modern world.
It's been years since anyone has seen Noble Vincent, the player that brought
down World-Tree Online's tyrannical moderator. Even with a lifetime of perceived
experiences in the game, he still has centuries to go before the update finally
ends and the people trapped in the game are freed. After taking a long vacation
and traveling to many worlds, he realizes its time to get his team back together
so they can try to reach the top of the World-Tree.However, Vincent's goal will
eventually lead him to Styxis, a world consumed by a never-ending war. His path
will bring him at odds with Noah, a former member of the Great Vanguard.
Noah's team climbed higher than any other before the angels crushed them, but
like Vincent, he's a man that obsessively chases his goals no matter the
challenge.Noah's choices will lead him and many others down a path that will
push the strongest players of the game to their limits. When Vincent gets caught
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in Styxis's never-ending war, he too will have to decide how far he's willing to go
just to win.
A poetic translation of the classic Arthurian story is an edition in alliterative
language and rhyme of the epic confrontation between a young Round Table
hero and a green-clad stranger who compels him to meet his destiny at the
Green Chapel. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
A hidden labyrinth beneath the Canadian wilderness where dwarfish Lords and
Ladies ride humans like horses - and plot the final downfall of mankind. Bart
Dybig is a "Steed", but one gifted with mental and physical abilities unsuspected
by those who have enslaved him. Soon, he vows, he will surprise the Lords and
escape to the world above - if there's a world to go back to. For the Earth Lords
are building a doomsday device of unimaginable power to completely destroy
mankind. Only Bart and his strange heritage can stop them.
Practices of Diplomacy in the Early Modern World offers a new contribution to the
ongoing reassessment of early modern international relations and diplomatic history.
Divided into three parts, it provides an examination of diplomatic culture from the
Renaissance into the eighteenth century and presents the development of diplomatic
practices as more complex, multifarious and globally interconnected than the traditional
state-focussed, national paradigm allows. The volume addresses three central and
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intertwined themes within early modern diplomacy: who and what could claim
diplomatic agency and in what circumstances; the social and cultural contexts in which
diplomacy was practised; and the role of material culture in diplomatic exchange.
Together the chapters provide a broad geographical and chronological presentation of
the development of diplomatic practices and, through a strong focus on the processes
and significance of cultural exchanges between polities, demonstrate how it was
possible for diplomats to negotiate the cultural codes of the courts to which they were
sent. This exciting collection brings together new and established scholars of diplomacy
from different academic traditions. It will be essential reading for all students of
diplomatic history.
The making of the Star Wars saga, as told by the cast and crew. • The very best
features and interviews from Star Wars Insider--the official magazine of the Star Wars
saga! • Adam Driver discusses the making of The Force Awakens and his performance
as Kylo Ren. • Joel Aron, the lighting and effects supervisor on Star Wars: The Clone
Wars • Star Wars Rebels shares some tricks of the trade and Harrison Ford talks about
playing Han Solo for the last time.
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of
the greatest books ever written for young adults and an unforgettable classic for
readers of any age. This edition includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by
Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted
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island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At first, with no adult supervision, their freedom
is something to celebrate. This far from civilization they can do anything they want.
Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its
reign, the hope of adventure seems as far removed from reality as the hope of being
rescued.
Engulfed in the darkness of Irian Jaya's Snow Mountains live the Yali, naked cannibals
who call themselves lords of the earth. Yet, in spite of their boldness, they live in terror
and bondage to the women-hating, child-despising gods they serve. Missionary Stan
Dale dared to enter their domain and be an instrument to change their future. Peace
Child author, Don Richardson, tells the story of Dale, his wife, his companions and
thousands of Yali tribesmen in Lords of the Earth. This unforgettable tale of faithful
determination and zeal against overwhelming odds brings unlikely characters together
in a swirl of agony and bloodshed climaxing in a dramatic, unexpected ending. Readers
will find their perceptions of how God moves enlarged and inspired by this classic story.
For parents and youth leaders looking for real-life role models for the new generation of
young people, you will want to meet the Dales in Lords of the Earth.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize “Erudite, entertaining macroeconomic history of the lead-up
to the Great Depression as seen through the careers of the West’s principal bankers . .
. Spellbinding, insightful and, perhaps most important, timely.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred) “There is terrific prescience to be found in [Lords of Finance’s] portrait of
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times past . . . [A] writer of great verve and erudition, [Ahamed] easily connects the dots
between the economic crises that rocked the world during the years his book covers
and the fiscal emergencies that beset us today." —The New York Times It is commonly
believed that the Great Depression that began in 1929 resulted from a confluence of
events beyond any one person's or government's control. In fact, as Liaquat Ahamed
reveals, it was the decisions made by a small number of central bankers that were the
primary cause of that economic meltdown, the effects of which set the stage for World
War II and reverberated for decades. As we continue to grapple with economic turmoil,
Lords of Finance is a potent reminder of the enormous impact that the decisions of
central bankers can have, their fallibility, and the terrible human consequences that can
result when they are wrong.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in
a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and numerological predictions. According to
these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new
Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.
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